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CKD diagnosis in the aging population





CKD prevalence is around  ≈10%

11,1% (♂: 10,4% ♀: 11,8%) in Mills KT, Kidney Int, 2015, p950
Stage 3-5 : 5,3%

13,4% (♂: 12,8% ♀: 14,6%) in Hill NR, PlosOne, 2016, e0158765

Stage 3-5: 8,1%

10,4% (♂: 11,3% ♀: 9,5%) in Mazhar F, Kidney Int, 2022, epub

Stage 3-5: 5,4%

Stage 3-5= based on eGFR alone  (<60 mL/min/173m²)



Prevalence of stage 3 according to age 

in NHANES study 
(and all other studies)
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Characteristics of CKD populations
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International guidelines in Nephrology



60 mL/min/1.73 m²

Chronic Kidney Disease



Justification of this unique cut-off

 Simplicity

 Half of measured GFR in young adults but arbitrary (and maybe not correct)

 Because GFR < 60 mL/min/1.73 m² is associated with a higher 

mortality risk 



How to define a disease?

 as a statistical departure from normality

 as a condition that is associated causally with an increased risk 

of a disease -defined event or death
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GFR measured by 51Cr-EDTA in 904 potential living kidney donors

Blake GM et al, Int Urol Nephrol, 2013, p1445



Pottel H, Clin Kidney J, 2017, p545

GFR in 633 living kidney donors (Belgium, France)





RDC n=95

Côte d’Ivoire n=237

Iohexol



 Measured GFR is declining with aging

 …but few data over 65 years







Uppsala 12 LKD

Lyon 17 HP, 2LKD

Stockholm 51 HP

Norway 79 LKD

Berlin 18 HP

Groningen 150 LKD













mGFR Between 50 and 97 years old

Tromso, Berlin, Reykjavik 



HEALTHY: n=935 (22%)







-0,92 mL/min/1.73m²/y

-0,72 mL/min/1.73m²/y





 Measured GFR is declining with aging

 …but few data over 65 years

 Most data are cross-sectional 





8 US centers

GFR measured by iohexol plasma clearance

Before donation and after 6 months, 1, 2, 3, 6 et 9 years

CONTROL GROUP











 Measured GFR is declining with aging

 …but few data over 65 years

 Most data are cross-sectional 

 Still, there are reasons to think that some healthy subjects over 

65 years have measured GFR below 60 mL/min/1.73m²

=> What about estimating GFR?



 Healthy population in the Netherlands

 CKD-EPI equation to estimate GFR

 No diabetes, no hypertension, no specific therapy

 1663 men 2073 women





The same in Japan…

Baba M, PlosOne, 2015

The same in USA…

Poggio ED, Kidney Int, 2009

The same in Morocco…

Benghanem Gharbi M, Kidney Int, 2016



 Concordant data worldwide

 eGFR is declining with aging

 A significant part of healthy subjects over 65 years have

eGFR<60mL/min/1.73m² 



How to define a disease?

 as a statistical departure from normality and it must be age-

calibrated because of the physiology of human senescence.

 as a condition that is associated causally with an increased risk 

of a disease -defined event or death







 105,872 subjects from 14 studies with ACR

 1,128,310 subjects from 7 studies with dipstick

95 mL/min





There is a discrepancy between 

descriptive data that demonstrate a decline in 
« normal GFR values » with aging
=> argument for an age-calibrated threshold

predictive data that confirm the choice of the fixed threshold 
for CKD definition

=> argument for a fixed threshold (60 mL/min)



 A single absolute threshold of eGFR overestimates CKD in the 

healthy elderly

But…

 What about the prognostic argument?

 Do we have an alternative? 

 Is it relevant from an epidemiological point of view?
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Back to the « prognostic » argument 

N=2,051,044

33 general or high risk cohorts

13 CKD cohorts

Mean follow-up: 5.3 years



80 mL/min



 The same GFR reference group is considered for all age

 Reference group can however be changed

 In each age category, we propose to choose as the reference 

group, the eGFR group was the lowest mortality



Age 18-54 y =>

Age 55-64 y =>

Age 65-74 y =>

Age >75 y =>

eGFR

Delanaye P, Clin Biochem Rev, 2016, p17

Glassock RJ, J Bras Nefrol, 2017, p59

Data from:



Age 18-54 y



Age 55-64 y



Age 64-75 y



 Renal Risk in Derby study: a longitudinal cohort study

 Follow-up (5 years) of patients with confirmed stage 3 CKD (primary care)

 N=1741

 Regression: eGFR>60 mL/min/1.73m² AND no albuminuria

 Progression: 25% decline in GFR, coupled with a worsening of GFR category, or an 
increase in albuminuria category.



Near all in 3a A1

ESRD: n=4 (0,2%) 

overall age- and sex-standardized mortality 

rates were similar to general population 

rates, mortality was higher among 

participants with stage 3b or stage 4 CKD at 

baseline.
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ESRD: n=4 (0,2%) 



«overall age- and sex-standardized mortality rates 

were similar to general population rates, 

mortality was higher among participants with 

stage 3b or stage 4 CKD at baseline.”

Wyatt CM, Kidney Int, 2017, p4



Life expectancy for stage 3A
N=949,119

Gansevoort R et al, Lancet, 2013, p339



So…

 A single absolute threshold of eGFR overestimates CKD in the healthy 
elderly

But…

 What about the prognostic argument?

It can be challenged…

Stage 3A (without any other kidney damage) is not CKD in the elderly

 Do we have an alternative?

 Is it relevant from an epidemiological point of view?
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There is a no discrepancy anymore

descriptive data that demonstrate a decline in 
« normal GFR values » with aging
=> argument for an age-calibrated threshold

predictive data that confirm the choice of the fixed threshold 
for CKD definition

=> argument for a fixed threshold (60 mL/min)

=> argument for an age-calibrated threshold
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Alternative 1

 Percentiles (like pediatrics)

 Too complex…(so we assume that adult nephrologists are more stupid than pediatricians)

 …maybe not with good files and help from labs…



Alternative 2

 Stage 3A (without any kidney damage) is not CKD 
anymore if age > 65 years

 Stage 3B and 45 mL/min become the pathological level if 
age > 65 years

Glassock RJ, Delanaye P, El-Nahas M, JAMA, 2012, p 559



So…

 A single absolute threshold of eGFR overestimates CKD in the healthy 
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But…
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2,120,147 creatinine measurements in 218,437 of Icelandic people aged over 18 y (mean 5/subject)

53.1% of women

0,2% during hospitalization







 Two Moroccan towns

 26-70y, n=10,524

 Creatinine and dipstick

 Chronicity confirmed at 3 months



False negatives and false

positives by using the

arbitrary threshold of eGFR for

classifying CKD3-5

Pe
rc

en
ti

le
s57 subj: 

no allocation
KDIGO
<P03
false neg.

73 subj: 
no allocation 
KDIGO
<P03
false neg.

39/78 (50%):
>P03
no proteinuria
no hematuria

47/91 (51.6%):
>P03
no proteinuria
no hematuria



Some pathological data…



Living kidney donors, Mayo Clinic, from 2000 to 2011

+65 y from 2012 to 2015

CT scan (with contrast)

GFR measured by iothalamate

Renal biospy during donation

N=1221



Density if non-sclerosis glomerulus

Cortex volume measured by 3D CT-SCan

Volume cortex x glomerulus density = nbr of nephrons

« Single nephron GFR »= GFR/nbr of nephrons

Glomerulus is sclerosed if more than +10 % 

Interstitial fibrosis if more than+5%

Arteriosclerosis if intima is % of the lumen



This attrition of nephrons is accompanied by an increase in global 

glomerulosclerosis, but not segmental glomerulosclerosis, and the 

increase in interstitial fibrosis/tubular atrophy (IF/TA) is minimal 

compared with CKD





 Number of nephrons and GFR are decreasing  with age

 snGFR remains stable with age

 Probably a reflect of a decrease of metabolic needs with aging



Is it nihilism?



VA
97% male
Age>70 y
Mean age: 77.8 ± 4.6 y
eGFR: 48 ± 11.7 ml/min/1.73 m²
n=371.470



Protective effect of ACE inhibitors to 

prevent ESRD



+ number needed to harm?



An osteoporosis-like approach

FRAX
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An osteoporosis-like approach

KFRE (kidney failure risk equation: age, sex, GFR, ACR)

GFR (mL/min/1.73m²)

G

F

R



PRECISION MEDICINE?



Old people have one advantage; they know they have been young…

…whereas no young people are sure to become old one day…



Thank you!




